
 Abstract 
This work is a result of something that occurs to us but which we have not seriously considered, and that thing is 
reincarnation in Christianity. It is our . . .aim to bring this thought to a near definite conclusion by looking into the Bible 
as our basis for the finding. We have employed both phenomenological and historical approaches and we arc able 
to make a distinction between reincarnation which is a rebirth of the soul of man after death and resurrection, the rising of 
the whole body of man from the grave. We found that rein earn a lion docs not contradict belief in resurrection; since in the 
end, at the resurrection, all reincarnation will stop. Furthermore, it is noted (hat the Jewish people in the scripture believed 
in reincarnation as we have observed from the call of Jeremiah, where his pre-existent nature is acknowledged. Also, 
among the Christians of the early church, there was the manifestation of reincarnation, particularly from the question 
raised by the disciples: "Rabbi, who sinned, this man, or his parents, that he was born blind?" We inferred from this 
question that if the disciples did not consider il possible for a person to commit a sin before birth they would not have 
raised the question. We therefore, concluded that reincarnation is not altogether a pagan's concept, but a means to 
understand the love and justice of God. 

Reincarnation and Its Relevance to Christianity 
Reincarnation is a belief that the soul of man survives after death and comes back to- life Ajayi, 1981). It is a belief 

that man can come again to live another life as he chooses to. After physical death the Yoruba tribe believes that any ancestor 
who does not finish his work before he dies can come back to finish it. Urhobo theology affirmed that a man could come with 
a different destiny if he had failed in his former incarnation (Hick, 1990). It is a reincarnation when a child is born with a mark 
or sign which someone had had in the family before. 

Reincarnation is a rebirth to probably correct the shortcomings one had in the first life. The reincarnated person is 
believed to have come with an amended destiny or life. 

, When African talk of reincarnation they mean that the same spirit of man has come in a new physical body to either start 
a new life or continue the works he could not accomplish. They see the physical body as the garment of the spirit which can be 
worn as many times as possible (Swarovskis, 1972). Metempsychosis, a Greek word is another term close to reincarnation. 
UETA (Mcta) expresses 'change and EV (en) means in; \|/u%n (psuchc) means soul. Metempsychosis is therefore the 
transmigration of the soul after death into another body (Collins, 1980). 

However, reincarnation does not mean that the same physical body lives again and again, but the body is only a cloak 
for the real person. The death of a physical body does not mean the death of a person. A person sheds this cloak through death 
and returns to the earth as a new baby with a new body. 

Reincarnation is an accepted fact in almost all the tribes of Africa and even in the Western world people profess some 
forms of reincarnation. For instance, an industrial giant, late Henry Ford, said that the discovery of reincarnation had put his 
mind ?£ case. According to him; 

What some regard as a special gift or talent is, in my opinion, the fruit of long experience gathered in 
many lives. I should mention that 1 believe we shall be born again. You and 1 all of us shall be born 
many times, shall live many lives and store up rich experiences. The apparently intuitive 'gift' is in reality 
hard-won experience (Swarovskis, 3972). 

The new Webster Encyclopedia Dictionary of the English Language defines reincarnation as: " The act of assuming flesh or 
taking a human body and nature of man". On reflecting on this dictionary definition, one is confronted with the following 
questions: What assumes flesh? What takes on the nature of man? What takes a human body? The one word answer is 
'spirit. The simple explanation of reincarnation therefore, is that human spirit is given the opportunity to come to the  
earth more than once; on each occasion, it may take on a different human body. So, it is the spirit that reincarnates. The 
spirit has the ability to take over a new physical body as it is being formed in the womb, and to live and experience with 
this body until for one reason or the other, the spirit and body again part ways. The body returns to dust, the spirit 
proceeds on its journey and may return to the earth again; the old spirit takes on a young body like one acquiring new 
clothes. 

 

Reincarnation and Resurrection 
Both reincarnation and resurrection are two different ways in which people think about life-after-death. There is 

no mistake in saying that many Christians believe in reincarnation, particularly among Asians and Africans is the belief 
that the Spirit of a person can, after this life, return to earth and live again in a new-born baby or in some other creatures. 
This is the belief in what people usually call reincarnation. Hindus and Buddhists use the word 'migrate' to describe the 
way in which they believe a person's soul occupies one body after another. The sort of body that the souls occupy 
depends on the deeds (Karma) done in the present life (Hargraves, 1978). Christians do not think that belief in 
reincarnation contradicts belief in resurrection, since in the end, at the great resurrection, all reincarnations will cease. 

Resurrection (ava ta"i'sa) is an act of coming back to life after being dead. The words 'awaking' 'arising' help 
to explain in another way what resurrection means. It is the rising of the whole body of man from the grave or dust. It 
means putting on the old self with no new change in the body. The idea of bodily resurrection requires or probably 
requires that there may be at least two worlds, and that when an individual dies in one world, perhaps our present 
world, he goes to the second world immediately and later comes back by means of resurrection to the first world he has 
passed away (Mick, 1990). While dying is disappearing suddenly from the world, resurrection is : appearing into the 
world one has departed from. In Christianity, reincarnation is not the same as resurrection. 
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The Inferences of Reincarnation In the Bible 
When we look through the Bible we see that the Jews are not totally unaware of reincarnation. First, in the call of 

Jeremiah, we have: Before, I formed you in the womb, I knew you and before you were born I consecrated you, and , 
appointed you a prophet to nation (Jeremiah l:5)This passage may have suggested that Jeremiah existed in a 
non-earthly part of creation before he was conceived. This is to say that pre-existence is . acknowledged by the scriptures 
and that human beings do not come into existence only at birth. This idea of pre-existence, among other things, suggests 
the possibility of reincarnation (Lampe, 1988). Furthermore, the prophecy of Malachi is another example: Behold, I will 
send you Elijah the prophet before the great and terrible day of the Lord comes (Malachi, 4:5). This prophecy of Malachi 
could have come because of his belief in reincarnation. We should also note that the Jewish people in the time of Jesus 
Christ interpreted the prophecy of coming again of Elijah in the sense of a reincarnation. It is for this reason that some of 
them thought erroneously that Jesus was a rebirth of Elijah. (And they said:" Some say John the Baptist; some Elijah, and 
others, Jeremiah, or one of the prophets") (Matt, 16:14). 
We still have passages like "Rabbi, who sinned, this man, or his parents, that he was born blind?" (John, 9:2). If we look 
at this carefully and critically we would see that the disciples believed that it was possible for a baby to be born blind as 
a result of the baby's sin. The disciples would not have asked the question if they did not consider it possible for a person 
to commit a sin before birth. The inference here is that the disciples' question shows that they believed in reincarnation. 
On the other hand, the answer of Jesus Christ to the disciples does not in any way contradict a belief in reincarnation: "It 
was not that this man sinned, or his parents, but that the works of God might be made manifest in him" We should, 
however, know that if the disciples were wrong in their thinking that one could be born blind because of one's previous 
sins, Jesus Christ would have told them to avoid wrong conceptions. What is of great relevance to reincarnation is a 
statement provided by Matthew which says: "And if you are willing to accept it, he is Elijah who is to come. He that hath 
ears to hear, let him hear" (Matt. 11:14). The language is clear here, Matthew says that John the Baptist is the 
reincarnation of Elijah. Yes, by this statement, Matthew makes two points: Firstly, thai reincarnation is a fact; secondly, that 
Elijah reincarnated as John the Baptist. 

Although, the claim of Matthew that John is the reincarnation of Elijah may not be correct, because John himself says 
that he was not Elijah. However, the fact that even the Priests and the Levities could specifically ask John the Baptist if he was 
Elijah, implied that the Priests and Levites believed in reincarnation. Otherwise, they would not think that John the Baptist 
might be Elijah. Even Jesus Christ Himself confirmed that: "Elijah has already come, and they did not know him, but did to 
him whatever they pleased'1 (Matt, 17:32). The fact that Jesus confirmed that Elijah has reincarnated means that reincarnation 
is not a pagan's concept (Lampe, 1988). 

Conclusion 
The reason for reincarnation may be to: 

Correct a fault, or pay for a sin, as in evidence in the question of the disciples: "was it the parents of this man that sinned, or 
himself?" This shows that one could come back to reap whatever he had sown in his first incarnation. 

The Christians believe that the Almighty is just and cannot allow a good person to suffer. "The righteous cry, and the 
Lord hears them; and delivers them out of all their troubles" (Psalm, 6:7). Reincarnation, therefore, helps us to understand the 
love and justice of God. This love lies in the 'grace' given to man to come again to correct his past errors, or eat the fruits of his 
past incarnation. 
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